Double Impact
Unleash your brand and pump
up campaign effectiveness
with the next generation
of digital printing capabilities

The same story | Told better than ever
You’re proud of your story. And you should be.
You’ve carefully built a brand from a strong
foundation comprising a noble mission, worthy
core values and an awesome team of people.
While you’ve dutifully woven your brand story into
winning direct marketing campaigns and effective
pitch decks, something has always been missing.
Something that keeps you from telling your story,
and prevents you from unleashing it – and then
bracing for applause.
This something is digital printing.

Digital printing doesn’t change your story. It
changes how your story connects with prospects
and clients. A tandem approach of data mining and
highly personalized printing opens prospects’ eyes,
putting your message and value into much clearer
focus.
High-impact digital printing needs to be seen
to be appreciated. Bizport should know. We
recently upgraded our digital printing capabilities
and opened up a whole new world of printing
possibilities. A highly creative, vivid and spectacular
world.
So come on in – or let us come to you – and share
your story.

Our wheelhouse | Your possibilities
At Bizport, we pride ourselves on the fact that for
more than 25 years, we’ve done everything for our
clients. Graphic design. Printing. Mailings. Wake-up
calls. OK, just because we’re working for our clients
24/7 doesn’t mean we’ll dial you at 5 a.m., but you
get the picture.
We thought we did it all. Then we invited two
new behemoth printers into our Richmond, Va.
Headquarters: an HP INDIGIO 5600 and an HP
SCITEX FB700. That’s shop talk. Their names aren’t
important, but their capabilities will make your jaw
drop.

First off, how does the ability to print on a skyhigh range of substrates sound?
Oversized recycled media? Yes. Textured ceiling
tiles. You bet. Those flying billboards that propeller
planes drag around at the beach? Most likely.
Then there is the quality: achieve perfect
registration with high-speed, one-shot printing.
Create a custom page-turning experience for each
prospect. It’s like printing magic – except without
the pixie dust to sweep up and rabbit to chase
down afterward.
This adds up to an almost endless array of digital
printing possibilities that blows standard offset
printing away. Unleash your story, build brand
loyalty and drive sales like never before.

Surface conversation | Deep-impact inks
Let’s talk about printing surfaces. You’re used to
choosing from three options: glossy, dull or matte
finishes, right? Boring, boring and boring.
Without matching your story to the right substrate,
your words become white noise – you know, the
ocean and light rain audio recordings that people
use to fall asleep.
Our state-of-the-art digital printers can crank up
your message by marrying it to more than 2,800
substrates. Wrap your head around that for a
moment. Now imagine your value proposition
printed on a thick, textured 18-pt. stock – something
with weight and personality. What about winning
prospects over with a dramatic “peel and reveal”
message? Surprise them, make them laugh, and
turn on that light bulb floating above their heads.

Make your story stick by printing on magnets, make
it shine with metallic substrates, or make it green
with recycled materials. Create a rubber-necker
on the open road or on the trade show floor with
printable car wraps and exhibit booth materials
What you print on is just half the story. What
you print with is just as critical.
Boasting 3000 PANTONE® colors, we have every
color in the rainbow and then some. Choose
from vibrant white inks or inks that offer stunning
photographic quality. UV-curable inks, which
largely remove solvent from the printing process,
are becoming the powerhouse of digital printing.
Perfect for large-format printing and a wide range
of applications, these highly efficient inks are as
versatile as they are eco-friendly.
The combinations of substrate, ink and application
are endless. It’s an impossible permutation. But
wrestling with the optimal way to match them up is
one million times more refreshing than answering
the same old question, “glossy, dull or matte?”

High tech | Low waste
When printing crossed the digital divide, it not only
exponentially amplified its own capabilities, but it
provided a sweet halo effect for other technologies,
as well.
This began with PURLS, when personalized direct
mail campaigns invited prospects to a special
corner of the Internet designed just for them. Printto-mobile engagement has already evolved – and
thanks to digital printing, it’s easier than ever to
get in the game. Take QR codes, for example, which
your prospects can scan to get access to exclusive
content only after interacting with a powerful
printed marketing piece.
If you’re looking to wow prospects with some hightech storytelling, augmented reality is more than
capable. Similar to QR codes, augmented reality
can be triggered by aiming a camera-enabled

smart phone at a label, box or brochure. The
user then receives a digitally enhanced view of
that item through the phone screen. It could be a
sweepstakes, a quiz, a game or anything, really.
Digital printing even has high-tech security
capabilities, as it can produce watermarks, barcodes
and other functionality for validating employee ID
cards, badges and marketing promotions.
Just about the only place where digital printing
isn’t high impact is the environment. With
cleaner inks, fewer emissions, and cost-effective,
on-demand printing that makes haste and not
waste, even trees can get being digital printing.
After all, a History of Arbor Day QR code and
microsite is going to use a lot less paper than a
physical anthology by the same name.

The end | Just the beginning
We’ve given you a lot to ponder.
Because digital printing is state of the art,
timely, responsive and precise, it drives business
efficiencies. But it’s just a lot more fun, too.
We know your page-turning story deserves better.
And now, you have an idea of just where you can
take it. Or a thousand ideas.
Bizport can help you get there. We are how you get
things done.
To see just where we can take your brand, please
contact us today at 804-780-1060 (Richmond
office) or 757-217-9130 (Virginia Beach office).

bizportdoes.com

